Documents collected relating to James Neighbors using donations for personal bills.
While I have no documentation I became aware there may be a problem following
Dennis Haggett resigning from National Leadership. This occurred Monday Oct. 14 ,
2013. When I inquired of Dennis as to why he decided to step down he mentioned that
one of the reasons is that he found out about possible misuse of the funds through an
offhand comment James made. The information was hearsay however it still warranted
further investigation. The offhand statement alleged was that his answer when asked
about the way funds were spent was that he would just tell everyone “the leader can’t be
a leader without power and a car” or something to that effect. Being hearsay the exact
wording isn’t relevant as what is relevant is that it made me start asking questions. By
Wednesday I still did not have a clear answer until Vince Worthington posted this
addressing one of the reasons Dennis had stated that he left. These were removed shortly
after posted and an answer was not provided at that time. I did contact Vince to let him
know that I was checking into it and would get an answer for him as he deserved it. In the
course of this I received a text which I later reviewed from James to Ann that had been
forwarded to me by her where James stated that he had used donations for personal funds.
Being a forwarded message anyone that needs the original will need to contact Ann.
Based on what followed it shouldn’t be necessary though.

Having seen the copy of the text to Ann Whitten I asked Dallas what he knew about how
the donation funds were being used shortly after these were removed. Here is a copy of
the conversation.

Note that the last message was the next morning. I never responded as I figured that if he
did not know what James had done already that no amount of explaining would make a
difference as far as he was concerned.
Thursday and Friday I did not speak to James at all as I had some tough decisions to
make. The only one that was easy is that the members must be made aware of this.
Knowing that Ann and Dallas were discussing it with James I waited to make a decision
to let them know myself as I was hoping that James would do so on his own. By mid day
Friday (October 18th.) it seemed pretty clear that he was not going to so me and Ann had
both decided that we would need to step down as we could not be a part of the groups
knowing the members had been deceived. We just hadn’t decided when or how yet. In
one of the discussions I was made aware that Dennis had notified the Oklahoma
authorities and had informed James of it. I was tired and fell ill so I was asleep Friday
evening when the event pertaining to the next document occurred. This is an email that
was forwarded to showing what was posted in one of the state leader groups with about
70 members. (The smallest group of all state leaders) I did not see what the exact replies
were however I am told that Margaret Bowen and Linda Worthington both made

statements indicating that they felt it was wrong to do what had been done. Note that
James never states that he believes he actually did anything wrong here. He just tries to
justify his actions. I am told that Margaret Bowen and Linda Worthington were both
removed as state leaders and the post was quickly removed from the leader group by
either Dallas Thurman or James Neighbors. Ann informed me afterwards that she found it
unacceptable to remove these leaders for sharing their view about it and immediately told
James to remove her from the groups as she would no longer be a part of them.
Here is the content of the email forwarded to me that was also posted to the leader group
for a short time.
--------------------------------------------------James Neighbors
PLEASE READ THIS COMPLETELY..
PLEASE READ THIS MORE THAN ONCE.
I would appreciate if you give some thought into what I am about to say, before you reply...
As you all know, this movement is grass roots.. Nobody who has done this is an expert at operating a
grass roots movement. That's why they call it grass roots.
It's people with a belief so strong, they take a leap of faith and ACT..
I'm far from perfect, but I give everything I have to be as good as I can be. I am a lot of things, but
two things I know I am not, is a thief or a liar.
This is why I am addressing you now.
On June 13th, 2013 I founded Overpasses. Dallas Thurman, Rick Halle, and Ann Whitten showed up
very shortly after the movement's inception and have been with the movement since.
The one thing that has allowed me to spend so much time on this, is that on August 5th, 2012, I was
seriously injured in a Spontaneous Use of Force working for the Oklahoma Dept of Corrections.
Since June 26th, I have not worked due to nearly constant wracking pain.. I have lost the vast
majority of strength in both of my arms due to the injury in my neck. Die to the injury, I have been
fighting a battle with Workers Compensation Court for 14 months.. They have delayed doing the
right thing at every turn, to the point of being found in Contempt of Court.
This includes denying me any pay during the time I have been unable to work, up until 10 days ago. I
have been living on a shoestring budget at best.. My car is two months behind on the payment, my
electric bill is late every single month, and was cut off once during this time period of receiving no
income.
Every single day has been an utter nightmare for me financially. Every single day has been a struggle
for me, knowing I was being shown great injustice by the very place I have poured quite literally
blood, sweat and backbreaking labor into working for.
Since being off of work, I have lived, eaten and breathed this movement.. All of you know this..
Overpasses has been my entire life. I have forsaken friends and family to make this happen to the
utmost best of my abilities.
At some point in this, I quite simply ran out of money for food, gas to get to rallies, pay for electricity,

the cell phone I use ONLY for this, and a few other minor expenses involved in living... The room
mate I have is on disability, and has no money to spare for anything to assist me with financially.
Out of desperation, and too embarrassed to beg for charity, I BORROWED some of the funds from
the sales of the bumper stickers and window decals to pay for the most basic of my necessities.
I ONLY did this, knowing I am winning every court battle with Workers Compensation/Dept of
Corrections, and would have the money to repay every cent I ever borrowed, plus a large percentage
for a donation into the movement.
Had I not known I would receive the back compensation from Workers Comp to repay what I
borrowed, I would have simply walked away from this movement that all of YOU have made shake
this nation awake.
What I can tell you is this.. I have NOT gone off on some wild spending spree, living some lavish life
on donations or proceeds from the store sales.
Tomorrow, I will have a business accountant begin doing an itemized audit to determine exactly how
much I have borrowed. Every cent will be returned, plus interest.
If necessary, I will allow my car to be repossessed (which has never been paid for from the funding)
to free up money from workers compensation back pay to pay this back
It was never my intent to mislead, or steal from this movement as I knew I would have the funding to
repay what I had borrowed.. I simply needed TIME for that to happen..
If I have broken the law, it was out of ignorance of the law. I know this is no excuse, as ignorance of
the law is no excuse. What I do know of the law, is that if I repay what was borrowed, they are most
always understanding if it was not intentional theft, which it was not.
I apologize to anyone who finds me at fault in the course of actions I took.
I have poured countless hours into this movement, and only wish for it to succeed.
As when I first began this, I have no desire to get rich or famous from this.. I simply want to free our
nation from tyranny.. To return our nation to prosperity, honor, and integrity..
I made a mistake, due to ignorance and complete embarrassment, and being too proud to beg for
help.
Again, I apologize for any wrongdoing I may have done, and apologize if I have let you down in any
way. I have a big heart, but I am an error prone human..
I don't know what else to say, so at this point I throw myself to the wolves...
Enjoy devouring me if that is your wish.

--------------------------------------------------When I woke up and returned I was told that James had made a confession. My first
reaction was one of relief as that is what I was hoping for as that would allow me to stay
with the groups and help find a solution that would assure the members that it would not
happen again. My hopes were quickly dashed when I read the confession as there is no
actual admittance of doing wrong. He just tries to justify his actions. This is the closest

post I have seen to admitting that what he did might have been wrong. Every one
following it that I have seen states that he was well within his rights to do what he did.
Further down in this document you will find a copy of two Oklahoma laws that pertain to
this along with what was posted to the GoFundMe donation site shortly after it was set
up. Note that the post was put up because someone that went under the name Yoga Bear
accused James of trying to profit off the movement. We recall it so clearly because all of
us came to James defense when it happened. I had no reason at that time to believe that
he was doing so.
At this point I knew that there was no question as to what I must do to be sure as many
members knew what happened as possible. I actually had 4 options and only two were
even viable to me. The first was to just ignore it and help keep it hidden, the second was
to just leave and not say anything, the third was to stay and try to inform everyone, and
finally the last was to leave in a manner that it would get enough attention for people to
learn what happened. The first two I found entirely unacceptable. The third I knew would
not be effective as I would have just been removed and everything would have been
deleted as though it had never happened. The exception is that I would be slandered in
the same manner as Dennis had for speaking up.
Knowing I had to leave I decided on what would get the most attention to be sure
everyone was aware of what happened. I knew I could not post in every group because it
would be noticed long before I could get it posted to them all. Instead I chose to do so
only in the groups that had people from all over in them. That being five different leader
groups and the national forum. I chose not to take any other actions in those groups
except to post that I was stepping down due to a difference in beliefs regarding an issue
that had surfaced that week. The exact text can be seen in the next set of screen captures.
I went to every state group except my home state of Washington and removed myself
from every group. Following this I quickly posted my announcement to the six groups
mentioned here and then finally I posted it in the Washington group however I took some
steps there to be sure it would be seen. I removed Dallas Thurman entirely from the
group as he can always be counted on to be vulgar and offensive when he is upset and
then I only removed James admin abilities. I left him in the group intentionally as it
would not be fair to make a post alleging that he had done something without also giving
him the chance to respond. The next set that follows are screen shots of the
announcement and the conversation that followed. Note that James does respond after a
fashion in this conversation. This conversation was started Saturday evening. (October
19th.)

The next set of documents is from a post that was made the next morning (October 20th.)
by James. The first set is a statement that was provided to a website that had released an
earlier story related to this. This is the same statement that was posted in the Washington
group however when the screen captures were taken it was collapsed so it only shows the
first part of it. The url where this was obtained is
http://ioncoalition.net/2013/10/20/statement-from-james-neighbors-about-rumors/
---------------------------To all my friends and colleagues, I thank you all for your support and loyalty in
making this organization a success; you are the cogs in the wheels of success.

Because we are all in this together as a team, I want to make a final comment
regarding the whirlwind of rumors and comments, The fact is, as the Founder of
the movement, I COULD pay myself a salary for my work, I have been advised
that this would be legal, ethical, and justifiable. Every major non-profit
organization in America has paid staff, and obviously for-profit companies do the
same.

When I founded this organization, I chose not to take a salary, I decided that I
would work just as hard as my volunteers if not harder to grow this organization
and fulfill our mission to impeach Obama.

I do not deny that I borrowed (and I stress borrowed) funding from the sales and
donations for Overpasses. I took this action as it was the only way I could sustain
running this organization.

Before removing any monies from the donation account, the national leaders
were advised and agreed it was necessary for the good of the movement. The
decision was made that I would take a loan and pay it back with interest as soon
as possible. An organization does not run by itself, if my financial situation was
not impeded by the same legal system we are fighting this would never have
been an issue.

My goal has been to be an organizer, a motivator and creator of a movement that
has a voice, we have done that . I am not the greatest business genius. That is
not my forte, what I am an American patriot who loves our country and stood up
to do so something. I am one of the many who is fighting the
system to get what is legally and morally mine, no more, no less.

I will not join in the slander, bashing or rumor mongering as my former trusted
national leaders are doing , I will stand on my principles and just say to you, I am
the founder of this movement, any other comments to the contrary are untrue.

I will not go into details about what happened internally within the leadership to
bring us to this conclusion; however will say that all parties concerned knew
exactly what went on and in fact agreed it was the best course of action. For the
same people to feign they knew nothing is ludicrous, we discussed everything
and those who were involved know the truth.

I have grown behind this experience; I now know that I need someone who will
handle the fiduciary part of this organization. I have enlisted the services of a
certified business accountant who will manage the account, and he has offered
to do so free of charge. We will decide very soon if we will file as a 501-C3 non
profit or another designator. We will make the decision based on the best interest
of our organization.

Now it is up to you to decide what path you want to take, stay and fight the good
fight believing that I James Neighbors is the same man you followed from the
beginning.

All I can ask you to do at this point is to continue doing what we’ve been doing.
Organizing rallies , and having protests.
---------------------------Note that in the above statement he no longer admits that there is even a possibility that
what he did was wrong. First thing I would like to address here and that is also addressed
in the next set is that he is persisting in the notion that all of the national leaders knew
what was occurring. I cannot speak directly for the others but I did not know that there
was a potential problem until Monday October 14th. Also note that he states that all
parties concerned knew exactly what went on. To this I would ask if everyone that made
a donation under the pretense that it would not be used for anything other than what was
stated when the donation was made was consulted and agreed to the change of terms? If
not then not all parties concerned were consulted. He also accuses those that have made
people aware of this of slander, bashing, and rumor mongering. None of this is true when
we have done nothing but show people the truth. On the contrary accusing us of being a
party to what is probably a criminal act when we were not is indeed all of the above. This
set that follows is the conversation that ensued when the above was posted in the WA
group.

The next post is what was posted to the GoFundMe page regarding what the donations
would be used for along with what it showed as having been donated at the time this was
taken. I took these screen shots early Tuesday Morning shortly after I learned there may
be a serious problem.

Here are the two Oklahoma laws that I believe are relevant to what has been done and
why I think that not only is this a dishonest act (which it is beyond question) but that I
also believe it is probably a criminal act as well. Actually as it appears this involved
greater than $500 it would make it a felony as seen in the second law if the courts were to
find him guilty. Therefore this should be taken very seriously. Especially for those of us
that were national leaders acting for the group as a whole.

Oklahoma Statutes Citationized
Title 21. Crimes and Punishments
Chapter 61 - Frauds, Cheats, False Pretenses, and False Personations
Section 1541.1 - Obtaining Property by Trick or Deception - Attempt - False
Representation or Pretense - Confidence Game - Penalty
Cite as: O.S. §, __ __

Every person who, with intent to cheat and defraud, shall obtain or attempt to obtain from any
person, firm or corporation any money, property or valuable thing, of a value less than Five
Hundred Dollars ($500.00), by means or by use of any trick or deception, or false or fraudulent
representation or statement or pretense, or by any other means or instruments or device
commonly called the "confidence game", or by means or use of any false or bogus checks, or by
any other written or printed or engraved instrument or spurious coin, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine not to exceed One
Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00), or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one (1)
year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

Oklahoma Statutes Citationized
Title 21. Crimes and Punishments
Chapter 61 - Frauds, Cheats, False Pretenses, and False Personations
Section 1541.2 - Penalty - Value of Property, Money, or Valuable Thing
Cite as: O.S. §, __ __

If the value of the money, property or valuable thing referred to in Section 1541.1 of this
title is Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) or more but less than One Thousand Dollars
($1,000.00), any person convicted pursuant to this section shall be guilty of a felony and
shall be punished by incarceration in the county jail for not to exceed one (1) year or
incarceration in the county jail one or more nights or weekends pursuant to Section 991a-2
of Title 22 of the Oklahoma Statutes, at the option of the court, and shall be subject to a
fine of not more than Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) and ordered to provide

restitution to the victim as provided in Section 991a of Title 22 of the Oklahoma Statutes,
and if the value is One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) or more, any person convicted
hereunder shall be deemed guilty of a felony and shall be punished by imprisonment in
the State Penitentiary for a term not more than ten (10) years, or by a fine not to exceed
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00), or by both such fine and imprisonment.
I’ll leave everyone with all of the above to ponder. You can decide for yourself what you
believe. I will state that I have tried to do my best to provide a complete and transparent
account of what has brought us to this point. Unfortunately most of this is in the form of
screen shots of posts that have been deleted to try and keep people from seeing them so
the original posts are no longer available to see. At this moment the only thing that hasn’t
been deleted is the one statement on a website not directly under the control of anyone
associated with the Overpasses groups. I had hoped that the leaders in Washington State
would leave anything posted there to ensure transparency however that did not happen.
James managed to talk one of them into deleting all of the posts there relating to this to
try to keep it hidden as much as possible. This is unfortunate as there are still many
members in other states who either are still unaware that this happened or are trying to
find out the truth. The only way they are currently going to get that is to see it here as it is
the only place where steps were taken to be sure it was not hidden.
Rick Halle

